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Selected AS A Best All Round Kentucky Community

"1TAIBER 14, 1984

Se foods, tobacco nor
thy days may be long
e whioh thy husband
r thee.
thy husband before thy
father, thy daughter
, for he is thy lifelong

It not nag,
m one to tell thee that
%rig a hard time of it:
mother, thy sister nor
, for the Judge will not
itness who liateth anoge her husband.
not withhold affection
esband, for every man
loved
rot the virtue of cleannodest attire,
eith grace. for who
es not need forgiveness?
Der that the frank aphy husband Is worth
ee than the admiring
hundred strangers
ly house in good order,
cometh the joys of thy

•

thy Lord thy God all
thy life, and thy chili up and call thee bless-

•

• •••
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Murray Population 10,100,

'1211. STREET TO BE EXTENDED TO 641

Ward Allocates $520.000 For
Survey And Plan Development

Tigers Offense
And Defense
Is Explored

*General Meeting
Of Womans Club
.Is Held Monday

An allocation of 8520.000 and orders for a surrey and deveiopgiest
of plans for the building of a tin*
section of US.'641 north of Murray in Calloway County were anoffense
Tiger
High
The Murray
nounced today by Highway Comthis year seems to be wrapped up
HONOLULU rreti — Mrs, Madalyn missioner Henry Ward.,
In four backs, three of whom perThe project will extend from
Murray. an atheist who said she fled
formed well offensively laseleriday
Baltimore last June to seek religious 12th and Chestnut Streets in Murwhen Murray fell to Memphis Caasylum in Hawaii, filed suit in fed- ray to a Junction with existing
Oahe 13 to 6.
eral court here Monday to have the U.S. 641 near Scotts Grove Church.
' Jerome Brandon. who was ill the
phrase -under God- stricken from a distance of 1.9 miles.
game only a short while did well.
the pledge of allegiance.
"Planning studies conducted by
"From the Ridiculous To the Subon defense, but never had the opthe Department of Highways indirunning
Murhis
exhibit
Mrs
to
by
filed
portunity
was
given
suit
talk
the
The
of
lime" was the title
cated that this project rated top
ability.
ray. 45, as mother and guardian of priority among other desirable proby Miss Ruble Smith, mace:late pro9,
Murray.
Garth
John
Steve Doran was the principal ball
son,
her
jects for the modernization of U.S.
feesor of education at Murray State
Miss Ruble Smith
carrier for the Tigers, marking up
and by John Garth himself
Mrs, Jaek Kennedy
641." Ward and.
Porter
el
William
thb
carried
Key
College. at the general meeting of
Steve
rushing
153 yards
-These plannine studies were
Her attorney. Heenan Greenstein
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take
it.to
expects
he
that
said
nine yards per try.
Monday everting at the clubhouee
three to six months before the ease date I accompanied planners from
Cherlie Warren, who exhibited,
both the Frankfort and Paducah
Miss Smith related some of her
actual's' heard.
is
the!
good power last Friday ran
offices on an inspection trip covdi'appointments in the pate few
bal' nine times for 54 Yards, an,
---Because we are attacking the erning U.S. 641 from Kentucky Diub
such as the MOO deficit of
LitPeople are always spreading good means
The Murray Fire Department had average of six yards per carry.
constitutionality of en act of Con- Village to the Tennessee State line
In My Crown'. the Librare
"Stars
who made an;
cheer.
-a quiet night with no calls being tle Arlo Sprunger.
great, we have requested a three This gave ow an Opportunity perdifficulty, and the closing of Kenrun in Murray's first gime'
Miss Joyce Ray. age 21. wider of received by them since noon on excellent
and Bible Reading' in Judge court . . it depends on the sonally_ to review the projects In"Prayer
Hotel
Lika
at
up
Take this monung Sitting
at Trigg County, carried the ball
LPXIp Ray of Union City. Tenn.. Monday
Public School" 'sill be presented by nature of the'court and availability dicated by the planners as desirous
ten yards, an
Seott Drug drinking a cup of cotThe speaker however related also fat merly of Murray. was killed In
Fire Chief Flail Robertson said two times Friday for
Rev William Porter at the month- of judgett" he said.
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per
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five
of
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of
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home who was 90 years old and head on collision occurred. The and Pine Streets to make way for
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Bill Adams did his usual superb schools came to a focus when the paign by the American LeClair and
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project
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totally blind listening to her tail a driver of the car was also killed "the
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for
Supreme Court ruled
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it constitutes a ton and U.S 68
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Regents, and reading from
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• goes on BY this time we are
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lotion of the US Constitution?
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Pulice 4111c1 Ernest C Stone of perry
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being consideres:." Ward concludel
1
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ground of the decisions of the Suptruck will be in Murray. September Murray Route One. driving • 1957 0 Jones
Strong efforts locally have 'gin
Sproial MUSIC SW% by Mr and
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in Murray to have L.:
underaity
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who
ves, the argument pro and con, and
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for
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You
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ining Committee and only 14 pas- berta Red Mill. My Hero from The ing to contribute to this, should of Murray Route Four. who was
liS Hebron Methodist upgraded In Tennessee.
Chocolate Soldier, If I Loved You leave their donations in the base- prccedirw sweet on assertion.
sed it Claude was one of them.
The Christian Mena Fellowship 2 pm at
Residents of Calloway County
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from Roger ei Hammerstein's Ca- ment of the First Methodist Church
meeting will begin with supper at Church
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Orville Easley and Rev
30
6
in
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the
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What makes it sort of rough is that rousel. Gambler Don't loose Your before September 23
Tickets
ed
Other students entering college'
US. 641 from Hazel to the access
for the supper are $I 25 and may Breedlove officiating
there are three licensed master Place at God's Right Hand. a folk
for the fall season have been sent
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from
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be
purchased
plumbers on the committee
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through
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and the relit of them you have to
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Bible
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cover up A sweater felt pretty good
Reading
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John Winter They were
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7 00
Si Louis. Mo. to enroll in the
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of Murray High School
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David Smith, Caleb Smith, Judy
Mr. and Mrs. Reid& Watson spent
Watson and Patricia and Kathy Monday with Mrs. Carlene Watson.
Lamb.
Fifth Sunday morning ostlers of
Mr. Billy Carroll Adams of De- Mr J. B. Jordan and Mini Flora
trod spent the week with Dr. and Jordan were Mrs. Ophelia
Mr and airs. Dirt Jones and Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Costley of Mrs. Earl Adams
and Dan. Satur- Afternoon callers were Mr. and
JAMBS C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
and Mrs Donnie Andrus andnhil- Paducah were Sunday guests of Mr.
day evening callers of Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. Wayland Mitchell, Mr.
and
Wayne.
Ft
dren of
Id. spent the and asys..Porter McNeely.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Earl Adams were Mr. and Mrs. Gar- Mrs. Dan Stranton, Mr. and Mrs.
holidays with relatives in Kentucky.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Byrn of De- rett Adams.
Or Public Voice Items which, in our opinions, are not for the best in.
Charlie F. Arnett and Paul and
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and troit. Mich., were recent visitors of
terest at our readers. 7
Fifth Sunday dinner guests of Johnny.
Merritt Jordon and Max Work- his sister, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh DowMrs
By tatted Hess latornatianal
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Jones and Mr.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
man were Mr and Mrs Paul Spann dy and other relatives in Kentucky.
Madison Ave., Memphis. Tenn.; Time & Lite Bldg:, New York,
Today is Tuesday. Sept. 15. the Dear Stilton
and Mrs. Chem Rogers and daughN.Y.;
Mr and Mrs Bari Jones.
and
Sunday
afterno
Faith
on
callers
Stephenson Bldg.. Detroit. Mich.
of
Mrs. ters were Mr. and Mrs. .0harlie F.
259th day of 1964 with 107 to folWhat is faith? Ben. 11:4.
Ophella Bazaell were Mr. and Mrs. Arnett
low.
and Paul and Johnny and
Entered at the Poet Office. Murray. ICetitticky. for transnus
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author
and
ston as
of
Miss Carlene Miss Edith Duncan.
CITY ORDINANCE
faith? Heb.
The moon is approaching its full
Second Class Matter.
Lamb.
12.2.
phase
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Adams of ChiHow do we obtain faith? Rom. :ORDINANCE NUMBF.R 418, BEMr. and Mrs_ Robert Neil Black of cago were
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray
The morning stars are Venus,
recent guests of Mr. and
. per week 20e. Per
ING AN ORDINANCE 4DECLARING Clinton were the Sunday guests
month 85c. In Calloway and adjoining counties. per
10:17.
of Mrs. Fred Adams and other reyear. S450, ene- Jupiter and Mars
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where, $8.00.
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DEFIRCan
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we please C,od without faith?
and Mrs. Lester Black After- lative*.
The evening star is Saturn.
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Pleb. 11:6
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THE
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MURRA
Y, KEN- Harlon Black and children and Mr. Jones
Does faith and belief always mean
sign of Virgo.
and Mrs. Molly Mennen were
. Wesel* al its Nowapiper
TUCKY
ANNEX
TO
.
tTA,IN and Mrs. Don Black and children. callers
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William Howard Taft. 26th Preone afternoon the past week
CONTI
GUOUS
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I don't think it is possible for
Thursday afternoon callers of of Mrs
sident of the United States was
Mattte Jones and Lone.
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faith to exist without belief. yet I THE CITW OF MURRAY, MIN- Mrs. Ophelia ' Barsell were Mrs
born on this day an 1667
Mrs. Fred Adams and Miss Lone
do think that it is posaible for be- TUCKY, AND ACCURATELY DE- Fred Kirkland and Mrs. Revel HansOn this day in history :
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Mrs. Leon MoCiary of relatives in Kentucky.
God, there
NEW YORK -- School Board President James B. Donovan, ligious persecution against the Jews
would be a very great per cent who MON COUNCIL OF THE
or Memphis spent the siert end with1 Mr. and Mrs.
criticizing the white parents* school boycott in protest Of an and established the Swastika as
Neon Pendergrass
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workposver

Expanded 1963 Chevrolet rtruck Line
.11•••1,

-ATTENTION

TRUCKS FOR'65!

-

LIVESTOCK FARMERS!

More models, more engines,
more Chevy workpowerl

DON'T LET YOUR ('TILL (LT
THIN. THIS

The long strong line of Chevy trucks
for '65 is rolling in with miles of 'new
working equipment. Like that handsome Fleetstde pickup that leads the
pack ... one of the 18 pickup models
In the line this year.
Further along, you'll find economical
Chevy-Vans,a wide selection of walkIn vans, a bigger choice of big trucks,
more job-tailored components-trucks
built to fit your business and budget.
And under those hoods you'll find

DRY HOT WEATHER.
Get -mime tissiftn 3". PrOtein
Klock% while we
have i droight spatial on thetn nir .
onlv n1.75
at our t0-Op S!
;d eel littlIC All!newest `lint-rid Block at tne ..nie time
4
,'
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Improvement Assn.
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Inotinks

the best in 4- and 6-cylinder1 V8
and
diesel power, 18 tough truck
engines
In all including 4 new lower
cost
diesels. Here's the huskiest
bunch
of haulers that ever came
looking
for workl
Our word for all this is work
power.
That's the stuff that makes a
truck a
real truck. A hard-nosed money
-saver.
Yes, workpower's here and
Chevy's
got it, in such a variety of
types and
sizes that picking the beat truck
for
your job will be easier than
it's ever
been before. If you're in the
market,
just get in touch with your
dealer.

Telephone your Chevrolet dealer about .222,typo of

truck
...

To meet customers' needs for more specialized trucks, (herrolet btu ueatly •zpanded
Re 1965 truck Sae to 127 models, largest number
EN its history. Most ezpgnsion is in the diesel
arid, extending down to the Innton class for the
first t.r s New ta n'e In, are -a
momnal

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET '

innine, nrylinder two-cycle diesel of 91 hp for
city pickup and delisery work, and three
four-cycle diesels of Ian ise and 170
hp. 210.
coin. 1 JO hp sax -cylinder engine will
br optional in the Chery•1'en, replacing the smaller
120-ti10,1.1, offered as an option.
pre,
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Kentucky College Teams Go
Into Action This Weekend

at 15, 1964

TUESDAY — SEP'TEMESER 15, 1964

ReIda Watson spent
drs. Carlene Watson.
morning callers of
Mn and Miss Flora
eirs. aphelia Semen.
lers were Mr. and
Mitchell, Mr. and
mton, Mr. and Mrs.
nett and Paul and

By United Press International
• Kentucky college football squads
headed into their final week of preseason practice today-except for
Morehead's Eagles, who already had
a victory chalked up.
The Eagles opened the season
Saturday with a 26-7 victory over
Butler at Indianapolis. in which
quarterback Mike Gottfried passed
for, one touchdown and run for
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Prepare For Winter Now
Use Natural Gas
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We wo—uld like to make
your acquain• tance, too!
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MURRAY NATURAL GAS
SYSTEM
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PAUZ THREk

Ken Rowe Breathes New Lift Into The Crew
In The Bullpen Of The Baltimore Orioles
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Fort Thomas, a transfer from Cinchinati who won't be eligible to
play until next year.
The Louisville varsity ran up a
57-0 score on its reserves in a
game-type scrimmage with quarterback Tom LaFrainboise throwmg effectively to set eral receivers.

another to hand the Bulldogs their
first defeat at home since 1960.
Next Saturday will see all nine
of the Kentucky's college teams in
action, including two Ohio Valley
Conference games, Eastern Kentucky at Austin Peay and East
Tennessee State College at Murray.
OOTBALL LEAGUE
NATIONAL
Saturday's Results
The state's two universities will
St. Louis 16 Dallas 6
By United Prem. International
be among the starters, both openEastern Division
(Only game scheduled'
ing at home. Kentucky will be holt
W. L. T, Pct, PF PA
Sunday's Results
to Detroit and the Louisville (artilSt. Louis
1 0 0 1 000 16 6 Cleveland 27 Washington 13
nen will open against Western
fCleeeland
1'. O 0 l003 27 13 Len Angeles 26 Pittsburgh 14
Michigan of the Mid-America Con1 1 0 1 000 38 7 Philadelphia 38 New York '7
ference at the Fairgrounds StadNew York
0 1 0 .000 138 Green Bay 23 Chicago 12
ium. both night games.
Pittsburgh
0 1 0
000 1426 Minnesota 34 Baltimore 24
Other openers will include SouthWashington
0 1 0
000 1321 Detroit 26 San Francisco 17
east Missouri at Western
ICenDallas
0 I 0
000 616
Saturday's Games
thcky. Morehead against Martha/I_
Western Division
Detect! at Los Angeles
In the Shrine Bowl game as AgitIV. L. T. Pct, PF PA
Only game scheduled)
land. Centre at Wilmington. HanGreen Bear .. 1 O 0 1,000 23 12
Sunday's Games
over at Georgetown, and Kenturky
Detroit
I ▪ 0 1000 26 17 Baltimore at. Green Bay
State at Fisk.
Los Angeles 1 O 0 1 000 2614 Chicago at Minnesota
Morehead built up a 26-0 lead at
Minnesota
1 O 0 1,000 34 24 New York at Pittsburgh
Indianapolis before yielding Butler's
Catcago
0 1 0
000 1223 St. Louis at Cleveland
•
only touchdown in the final period
Gene Cathay
Baltimore
0 1 0 .000 24 34 San Francisco at Philadelphia
American League
on a 15-yard pass play.
San Fran. .. 0 1 0 .000 27 26 Washingten at Dallas
Gottfried scored Morehead's first
W. L, Pea GB
iOnly games scheduled)
touchdown of the season on a oneBa/timcre
88 59 509
yard sneap at the end of the first
New York
AMERICAN FOOTBALL LEAGUE
84 58 592 1'period and passed 25 yards to
Chicago
By United Press International
86 61 .585 2
!Ruse Campbell for the final Eagle
Detroit
77 69 52/ 10a
Eaetern Division
.
scare
in
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period.
third
Gene
Cathey.
State
Agent.
leis Angeles
75 72 510 13
W. Is T. Pet. PI, PA
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Dennis Brown,
announced by James Parker, of
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than
victory
less
The
was
satin- Parker Motors, sponsor of the proKansas City
Western Division
54 91 372 33
tying to coach Guy Penny. Although gram in Murray.
Monday's Results
W. L. T. Pet, PF PA
before the game Penny had ex-' Cathey is now an insurance salesBalimtore 4 Minneota 3, night
San Diego
1 0 0 1,000 27 21
There are some big 'shoes to be Kansas
pressed fears that the Eagles man with the State Farm InsurKansas City 7 Banton 6. night
City 0 1 0 .000 17 34
couldn't beet Butler, after it was ance Company, He was a former filled at Murray State this season
iOnly games scheduled)
over the Morehead coach felt the coach at New Concord High School now that quarterback Tony FloraWednesday's Games
Eagles had displayed a lack of for five years and played basketball, yenta who holds about every Racer
Kansas City at Batton
depth and pots that "could get us football and baseball for Murray passing and total offense record,
('tin-ago at Detroit
murdered in the Ohio Valley Con- Huth School He also played basket- has graduated.
e, Angeles at New York
ference."
ball at Paducah Junior College He
aishington at Cleveland. night
,
However, Charlie Forrest;who was
At Lexington. Kentucky coach has also been president'of the MurMinnesota
night 7 Fioravantas understudy last season, " By United Pres. International
Cararlie Bredehaw abandoned his ray Baseball Association for the
is giving every indication that he
eaturday
plans for a three-platoon operation, past five years,
•
means to fill them and perhaps add
SALEM. N. Y. UPI' — Roman
departure
of 17
largely because the
National League
As compeution Director. Oathey a
few flourishes of his own.
Brothel won the $144,820 inaugural
W. I Pet. GB players since the opening of 'x'a- will be responsible for all arrangeaces Clastice has once more left the Wild- 1 ments for the contest which puts
Philadelphia
67 57 604 Forrest, a 185-pound junior from New Hampehire
St Louis
80 63 550 6'. cats with a lack of depth in the boys eght through 13 against others Fulton. managed to rank in the sic at Roc.kinghisel Park.
S Francis:10
line
90 65 562 7,..
In the age grcups in tests of thew Ohio Valley Conference's top 10 of
NEW YORK 'DPI' — Darby
Cincinnati
Kentucky will ur,e a two-platoon abilities to punt, pass and kick for every offensive category last sea79 64 552 7'e
system. but Bradshaw hasn't made distance a.vd accuracy. The Mur- son despite playing second fiddle Dan Farm's Candalita won the
Milwaukee
74 69 517
it tsburgh
74 69 517 12'i a final decision ehether they will ray competition will be held Sat- to Fioravanti. A real triple-threat $102.470 Matron Stakes race at Aq72 '72 500 15 ' be offensive and defensive pla- urday. October 10 at the City Park. man, he gained 254 yards in 58 ueduct race track.
Ma Angeles
----65 78 456 21's toons, or two balanced pieta:mil
Chicago
"It is a great honor and pleasure rushing attempts. completed 28 of
POPTHCAWL. Wales UPI —
that relieve each other as punt, to be asked to du-ect the Punt, 71 passes for 310 yards. averaged 37
Houretan
50 97 404 29
conditions dlctate.
49 95 340 38
New York
Pais and Kick competition." Mr. . yards on 27 punts and kicked 14 The United States swept the late
Monday's Results
Kentucky's varsity again swamp- Cathey said. "Stan Mus.al. Con- . of 15 extra point attempts and 1 three matches to defeat Great Britain. 10a paints to 7, in the Curtis
Pittsburgh 7 1..e, Angeles 2. night
ed the freshmen and the fourth- sultant to the President on Phyal- of 3 field goals.
Philadelphiu 4 Houston 1 night
Ile also was used frequently at Cup Woolens Golf competition.
stringers Saturday, but the scrube old Pitman, has said we must estabSt. Louts at Milwaukee, night ppd... did manage their first score of the lish physical fitness programs as an the defensive safety Plot and was,
ALBANY, N. Y. IDPI I — The
rain.
the team's leading scorer with 41
practice series in a 62-6 defeat Tom inttgral part of ( ur via) of life,
Rev, Pawhal J. Monaghan 0, F. M,
points.
.Only tames scheduled Bectierer. the slotback in the prosWednesday's Games
Should Forrest falter,
peative starting backfield. scored
Don was appointed director -of athletics
Shelton has another top-notch pro- at Siena College.
Slincinnan at Chicago
four touchdowns and Rick Norton
spect for the position in Toby ThoSt, Louis at Milwaukee
connected with Rodger Bird on an
mason, a 175-pound sophomore
New York at San Francisco
110-eard touchdown pais play.
lisaday
from Henderson. Thomason is •
Ptulacieiatste at Houston. Meta
ImpreissiNe as the scrub team
AKRON. Ohio 'UPI' — Chant,uperb ball handler and a fine pasPittsburgh at L Angeles. night
quarterback was Roger Wats
Tony Lena won the find
ser He can throw the long ball and ; pakne
prize
of $50.000 in the World Seehas that special knack of moving
I the football. according to Shelton. les of golf at the Firestone Country
Thomason did an especially good Club
— -job in both spring games. leading
By CURT BLOCK
his team to wins in both. He is a
FOREST HILLEI. N. Y. iLIPD —
1 good leader and is assured of seeUPI sport. Writer
Roy Emerson defeated Fred Eitioile.
Norm Van Brocklin, who once ing lots of action this fall. what6-4, 6-1. 6-4. and Maria Bueno of
made headlines firing touch-down ever Forrest'a fortunes,
brat Carole Graebrwr, 6-1,
passes for the Philadelphia Eagles
Other quarterback prospects for 64, to win the men's and women's
and Los Angeles Rams, now makes the Racers include Freddie White.
envies titles respectively In the
news by standing on the sidelines. a junior from Oak Ridge. who will
United States national angles tenActually, the fiery Dutchman's do much of the team's punting:
:as championships.
proteges do the physical work but Freshman Larry Tillman of Riphe's the maetermind behind profes- ley. Tenn, who threw 32 touchTax Paid
sional football's only undefeated down passes in high school. Harry
LOS ANGELES Calif.
team, the Minnesota Vikings.
Hine a freshmen from Sturgis. Res Cawley of Los Angeles cracked
Van Brooklin has been head coach and Harvey Tanner, who played lame world reeled in the 400-meter
of the Vikings since their inception football during a stretch in the hurdles with a 49.1 second clockin 1960 and started paying divid- Army.
ends last year when his squad held
2nd & MAIN
MURRAY, KY.
the champion-to-be Chicago Bears
to a 17-17 tie late In the season and
finished with a 5-8-1 record goqd
enough to share fourth place in the
Western Conference with the Detroit Lions
Vikings Top Rams
Raturday night. the Vikings claimed the Los Angeles Rams as their
fourth straight victim in pre-seaman
miles. snoring 17points in the third
quarter and going an to a 34-23 win
at Los Angeles.
The New York Giants received
a pleasant sairprise when first -year
quarterback Gary Wood threw three
touchdown passes after Y. A. Tittle
suetained a slight knee Injury early in the see-nod pee-mod. Wood connected with veterans Joe Morrison,
Del Mother and Joe Walton as the
Manta; picked up their first exhibition victory. 23-17 over Philadelphia
at Princeton, N.J.
Dallas did not score a touchdown
for the first time in 78 NFL games
fit •
r
as Green Bay kept the preseure on
We hope you don't consider Us a bunch of old
and roiled to a 35-3 win at Dallas.
fossils sitting on top of a pile of money bags.
Five different men scored for the
Actually, you'll find us much like the people back
Packers.
home, friendly as the folks next door and anxious
Michaels Helps Pittsburgh
753-4832
Freed ('otham Company
to be helpful whenever possible.
Pittaburah got into the win col753-4890
Otis Hatcher
umn for the fire( time as left-foont753-3361
Murray Supply Company
One service we highly recommend Is a Student
ed Lou Michaels booted three field
753-4371
E. Jenkins
Checking Account that makes.it easier for you to
goats and led the Steelers to a 16Tinsley's Heating & Air-Conditioning
753-4857
hold on to your money. Stop In so we can mak*
14 win over San Francisco at Oma753-1713
Ward & Elkins
your acquaintance and give you the details.
ha Neb.
753-5802
Sum Calhoun Plumbing di Meath's
In the American Football League.
the New York Jets displayed an ex247-1618
Charles Willie (Mayfield)
plosive offense and a stubborn de0. L. ('ollins (Mayfield)
247-6849
fense as they surprised the league
champion San Diego Chargers, 346, at Atlanta, Ga. Dick Dood toe1JR 12Al.
(
1
1KY.
sed three peares for scores.
The Oakland Raiders won their
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
third consecutive game by building
Drive-In Branch
Downtown
up a 20-0 lead in the first half and
So. 12th & Story
5th & Main
coasting to a 34-20 triumph Mar
Houston at Lae Vegas, Nev.
-

•

HOUSE
OLOB
'tenor
enter
way

I.

By MUD DOWN
sinois single. a sacrifice, an MienUPI Sports Writer
1 tional walk and Johnny Geryia
Iron men Ken Rowe may be Just error. Brooks Robinson and Sam
whit the 'doctor ordered to breathe Bowens hit homers for the Orioles
new life I into the Baltimore Or- and Don Mincher and Jimmie Hall
ovea-worked bullpen crew,
connected for the Twins.
A 6 foot 1 inch. 200 pound rightThe victory moved the Orioles Li
handers who set a record for or- games ahead of the New York
ganized baseball by appearing in 90 Yankees and two ahead of the
maay games for Spokane 'of the Chicago White Sox.
Pacific Coast League this year,
line Kansas City Athletics deRama reported to the Orioles Mon- feated the Hasten sea Sox 7-6 in
day afternoon and six hours later M day's only other AL game while
found himself in the middle of the in
e National League the PhaaAmerican League pennant race.
:a Philhes downed the Houston
d
'The Orioles and Minnesota TWITIS Cm
4-1 and the Pittsburgh Piwere tied at 3-3 going into the top rates beat the Los Angeles Dodgers
of the ninth inning and Manager , 7-2. St. Louis at Milwaukee was
Hank Bauer needed a relief pitcher, I rained out.
Harvey laadoix was unabdable beRally To Win
cause he worked Sunday, Stu Mao
Johnny
Wyatt
equalled Dick Rater has been hit hard in recent
outings and word came back from data one-day old AL record of
'
73
appearances in one season and
the bullpeii: -Dick Hall doesn't:
i t/cared his ninth win when the Athhave it."
two ninth-inning
ay,
" Sal Ba uer, "Let's have iAram rallied for
..
Rowe.'
Gains First Win

runs on triples by Dick Green and
Bill Bryan and a double by Ed
Charles. Green and Cau.sey had
three hits each for the Athletics
while Tony Coniehare. Dick stuert
and Bob Tillman had two each for •-•
Ole Red Sox,
The Phillies increased their NL
lead to 6'2 games behind the fourhit pitching of Chris Short, who
truck out five in registering his
11th win. Johnny Callison collected his 27th homer, a double, a
angle and two RBI's to lead the
Phalim• al-hit attack. Start carried a shutout Into the ci.i:,hfh
a double by Bob Lillis and two
field outs produced
.01 'S rigi.
•Bob Veale pitched a five-hitter
to win his 17th game for the Pirates, with Dick Schofield drivinsr
in four runis with a basca-filled
double and a .1.7tifice"fly. The victory lifted the Pirates into a Lie for
fifth place with the Bra.vos,

BOYS 8THROUGH 13...

Rowe, who pitched briefly for the
Los Angeles Dodgers in 1963, re- ,
tired the Tetra, in order amid gained
credit for his first American League
victory when the Orioles pushed
over a run in the bottom of the
ninth.
Luis Aparicios sacrifice fly delivered pinch runner Bob Saverme
with the winning run after the
be:es were filled on Johnny Or-

YOU CAN BE A WINNER
IN OUR FREE

PUNT,PASS
86 KICK

Oakland
Denver

0 1 0
000 14 2'7
0 1 0
000 6 30
Saturday's Results
New York 30 Denver 6
San Diego 27 Houston 21
Only ;manes scheduled
Sunday's Results
Buffalo 34 Kansas City 17
Boston 17 Oakland 14
'Only Raffles scheduled'
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Houeton. night
Only game scheduled'
Sunday's Games
Buffalo at Denver
Boston at San Diego
'Only games echeduled)

OMPETITION!

Wan Warm-up Jackets, place-kicker outfits, and Nit-star autographed
footballs are prizes for boys 13, 9 Of 10. Boys II, 12 and 13 can win
trophies All boys can win a trip to an NFL game with morn and dad,
plus a "Tour of Champions" to Washington. D.C., and to the NFL
RunneyUp Championship game in Miami, Fla. Compete with boys
your own age. No body contact.
GET FREEI A book of punting. passing, kicking tips written by top NFL
stars, a reflector for your bike, a patch for your packet(when you compete) and a PPILK cap.
You must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian
to register. Registration closes October

s.

Bring your dad and get
full details at:

PARKER MOTORS,inc. I
MURRAY. KENTUCKY

ORDER YOUR
tcommATICKETS NOW
The Murray Theatres is bringing cA.K
..oppATRA to
the Capitol Theatre for Seven Big Nights.

SEPTEMBER 17111 THROUtill 23RD!!
SEE THE WORLD'S MOST
TALKED-ABOUT MOTION PICTURE!
-$aososm.mminiss:nomew ammojim_ •
see Richard Burton, Elizabeth Taylor,
Rex Harrison, and a cast of Thousands!
THURSDAY. FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY, SEPT. 17. 18, 19, 20
RESERVED SEATS
ADULT RESF7RVED SEATS FIRST FOUR DAYS
. $1 25
CHILDREN
51)
TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE MURRAY DRIVE-1N
THEATRE. THE CAPITOL THEATRE. AND AT SCOTT
DRUG IN DOWNTOWN MURRAY
OR ORDER YOUR NOW WITH THIS COUPON!
CLEOPATRA
Box Ill
Murray, Kentucky
CHECK DESIRED DATES FOR TTCKETS:
Thur.
Fri.
Sat,
Sun,
Sept. 17
Sept. 18
Sept. 19
Sept. 20
8 P.m.
6 p.m.
p.m.
8 p.m.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

Enclosed Is a stamped. self-addressed envelope Please send
me
Adult Tickets at $1 25 and
children
tickets at 501' each.
Enclosed Is my Check ET Money Order
fl.,Make check, etc.
payable to Capitol Theatre.
NAME
STREET
CITY

STATIC

•00--

_

AM) DON'T FORGET THE OTHER NIGHTS, MONDAY THRU WED.
SEPT, 21 THROUGH THE 23rd
—
.Adults 1.25 - Children 50e

THE MURRAY THEATRES
Leading In Entertainment
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Lottie Moon Circle
Meets At home Of
Mrs. McDaniel

recreation; Mrs. Marvin Parks.
Mrs. Bill Wrather, major lesson
leaders; Mrs. Eugene Name, Mrs
Clifton Jones. main lesson leaders; Mrs. Wehrle Lewis, landscape;
wog leader.
"Changes in Clothing this fall Mrs. Bill Wrather,
Guests were Mrs. Batiste Cochwill show higher prizes; but fashWrather.
ion trends will undergo a more ran and Mrs Barletta
• .• •
oztble change". said Mrs. Marvin
Parks, speaker for the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club which met Wednolds.Y. SePtember 10, in the home
of Mrs. Eugene Nance.
"Be still and gain calmness,
llama and feel — were the
▪
Members of Dorothy Moore Circle
inapirational thoughts given by of College Presbyterian Church woMrs. 11Spgene Smith, reading and men were entertained at a mornpublicity chairman.
ing coffee on Tuesday morning,
Citizenship chairman. Mrs. Clif- September 8, in the home of Mrs.
ton Jones, gold of goals for the Paul Lynn. Refreshments were
coming year. An effce-t will be direct- served from a table centered with
ed toward help with demonstration a bouquet of beautiful pink roses.
at surplus food.
Mrs. Zeffie Woods, chairman of the
Mrs. Alfred Taylor presided dur- Circle, assisted the hostess.
ing the business session. Plans were
Mrs. Mooch and Mrs. Walter
made for a rummage sale in late Baker were re-elected to the posts
fall.
of Chairman and viceoshalrman, reMrs. J. R. Humphreys. secretary, spectively, and Mrs. Paul Lynn was
gave the minutes and treasurer's named secretary and treasurer foe
report. The club was sorry to lose 1966. Gifts were received for the
Mrs. Charles B Stark who is trans- Fellowship of the Least (join. Mrs.
Albert Tracy will be hostess to
ferring to the Stella Club.
Fall landscape notes were given the next meeting of the group on
by Mrs. Eugene Nance.
October 11.
Welcomed as guests' were Mrs.
Other chairmen to serve during
the year are Mrs. Floyd Taylor, V. W. Campbell and Mrs. J. Si.
membership; Mrs. Eugene Nance,Kline.

Harris Grove Club
Meets In Home Of
Mrs. Eugene Nance

Dear Abby...

Luble McDaniel opened her
home for the meeting of the Lottie Moon Circle of the Woman's
Missionary Society of the First Baptist Church held on Tuesday, September 8, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening.
The program on "WIRT Helping
the Church Worship" was presentG C Ashcraft. 0. C. Wells, H. B.
ed by Mrs. Murray Turner.
Bailey, Si', H. T. Waldrop, Joe BerMrs • Jack Kennedy. general pre- gmeasaymonmeiglanliglISIBe
ry ,and Leonard Vaughn.
sident of the WICK installed the
• • •
ds.
DEAR Al3BY: About ...two years, DEAR Again Obviously you
new officers who are as follows:
me that my hus- or the kiseetigh would never have
Mrs. Louts Kernels. chairman; ago My sister told
am for the week of prayer.
Tuesday. September 15
missed a chance to occurred ,to yea
• • •
Mrs. Odelle Vance, oo-chairman; band never
•• ••
The Mimic Department of the
suid squeeze a certain woman
hug
secretaryOrder
19
Turner,
Mrs.
No.
Murray
Assetnbly
Murray
at
meet
will
Murray Woman's Club
I still love this boy
ABBY:
DEAR
husband
my
asked
I
treasurer. Mrs. Robert Perkins, pro- we both know.
the club house 1..1 630 pm_ for a Of the Rainbow for Girls will meet1
this and he denied it. bOy I went steady with. We broke ugl
mhos*
mission
Brown,
Miss
pm
Frances
7
at
gram;
Hall
Masonic
Supreme
the
the
at
Murray Grove 126 41
d.nner meeting Hostesses will be
ago. I have tried
• • •
aster has a habit of making a lot about two month"
Forest Woodmen Circle elected of- study; Mrs. Katie Outland, pubMesdames C' C Lowry Paul Shalet the matter everything tio forget bins, but it Is
I
so
nothing,
of
Lubie
social;
ii
McDaniel,
Mrs.
reSeptmeber
licity:
Wednesday.
ficers for the new year at the
han, John Soaker Howard Koenen,
too
had really forgotten all no use because I loved him
The Odes Camp Ground Metho- gular monthly meeting held Thurs- Mrs. G. T. ISlly, stewardship: Mrs. drop. I
Robert Haar, James R. Allbritten,
at much from the start. I have called
this
woman
saw
I
until
it
about
.
mo
Murray
the
at
ennia
„.
day
auxiliary
Hogancamp,
Thomas
diet Chimp 11/SC will meet with
and H W. Wilson
My husband him up and all my girl friends
•••
sponsor; Mrs. G. B. Jonas. com- our church picnic.
Mrs. Teed I/Nett at 7:30 pm.
'man's Club HOU/e.
him have called him up, too, trying to
watching
was
I
know
didn't
•
•
••
m
New officers elected are: Presi- munity missions; Mrs. A. W. Rum
The Brooks Crass Ctrele of the
this av- get him to go back with use. They
behitx1
up
mine
he
and
Natures Palette Garden Club ' dent. Robbie Paachall vice prem., sell, prayer.
VeSCS of the First Methodist
his hands on her all mg we are perfect. for each oththe home of Mrs. d• ent. LAIVCill Wrote; second vice
The hostesses. Mrs. McDaniel, ows placed both
Church will meet at the social hall will meet at
her a squeeze. er. He always my, he has somegave
and
arms
bare
! Mrs. Louis Kerlicks and Mrs. Odelle
at 7.30 pm Mrs Reoer Stanfill Paul Lynn at 1 30 pm Mrs. Eunice president. Celia Crawford.
to do. How can I
She didn't seem surprised or angry, thing important
the
to
Abserved
Vance.
on
refreshments
lemon
the
Will
give
Kathleen'
Miller
be
secretary.
will
Recording
Overcast
and Mrs. !Oman
either_ Since then I told my hus- got him back?
one
guest,
and
eleven
members
Mrs.
OverKatie
host emes.
STILL CARES
°tract De'ign. Ehell Is asked 1°' P• atterson: treasurer.
band not to speak to me. I'd go to I
•• • •
p
auditor. Carmen Horton; Kennedy.
DEAR STILL: If you want to get
brinli an arrangement' Ja anese 0 • cost:
hurband and tell him
• • •
woman's
this
1 chaplain. Genera Ha.mlett: attendThe Sigma Department will meet Dew contatner.
could
about it, but he's very jealous and this boy back, your technique
•••
I ant. Helome Roberts, assistaht Atprobably
at the City Park at 6:30 pm. cia
might hurt my huliband. Am I hardly be worse, You've
se
tie. Flint 13111Mtest Church WNW tenclant. Glades Hale.
Tuesday. Sept. 15. for a potluck
making something out of nothing, wrecked yew chances by new
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Burchfield
dinner, Hostesses all; be Hesdamea will mad at the home of pars I Musician. :Our] Robertaon: caphave a problem? you have nothing to lose by ignorI
think
you
do
or
J. Gregory'', Herman E11ss Z C. Martin Ilialley. Jr.. as 10 am. for tam. 911111• Lawrence; sunshine and daughter. Bonnie, of Frankfort
which is while you
I've had men try stuff like that ing him *merely,
Enos Bailey Gore. Ben Grogan. and week Of prayer for state missions. chairman. Nsimie !decoy: Publi- returned home after muting her
always given them should ham done Is the first place.
I've
but
me.
with
•
•
•
•• ••
s ,.
mother and sister, Mrs. Buren Bakcity, °oldie Curd
Virgil Hams. Members note change
such a dirty look they never tried
Homemakers
POttertown
The
?trammel secretary is Rath Las- er and Mrs. Thomas Lee Armstrong.
al regular date
CONFIDENTIAL TO "DISCOURadyour
appreciate
I'd
again.
it
• .• •
• • •
Club MU meet at the home of rater and past president. Hazel Tutt.
AGED" IN LIMA: Year "failures'
vice.
Mr. and Mrs. Syhe Gupton of
Team members chosen are: Mtn'
The Lydian Sunday School Class Mrs. Bolas Out is nd.
TROUBLED can be monied as victories if you
•
•
•
and
mr
and
m,
me
para.
imam
Birdie
Spann,
will
Gladys
Ionise Baker.
of the First 13aplist Church
train them,
DIStR TROUBLED: Start talk- have learned mmething
Thursday, September 17
Parker, Gueste Geurin, Laurene Mrs. James Fraser of Detroit. Mich.,
meet at the home of Mrs Guy BilUlm
belt
sand
husband
sour
to
tog
Lula
WMI3
Mrs.
Church
mother.
Baptist,
Jessie
Cole. are visiting their
The Flit,:
Styles, Mleckie Stubbs
Murton. 1006 Sharpe Street. at 7
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box
your ehildleb beisavior.
pm. with Ceoup I composed of WI meet if the church ai 7 pm. Loretta Jobe, Katie Overcast, and Robertson of Coldwater, and other to forgive
69700. Isra Angeles. Calif. /ka • perAvoid
troublemaker.
a
is
skater
Your
I
friends and relatives.
B Wall Melumn.
Mesdames Marry Jenkins, captain,'
enclose • stamped. self"
• • •
her. The woman probably knew I aalal reln/.•
Homemakers
Wadesboro
The
Officers will be installed at the
-us. Owen Billingtoos
Stanford MM.
envekVedd
aeldrense
nowas
"spusese"
husband's
your
Mrs Kathryn Kyle and daughter,
•••
Wilburn Ferns. Noble Perm Lu- aub will meet at the home of Mrs • October meeting
an edfeetionsites
MrS. MeSterin minciemced plans Kathy. returned home Thursday thing mom ,than
year Maumn. J N Outland. Gro- Baron Pakner at 1 p.m.
For Abby's booklet, "How To
and
Grow
•
asp
•
•
testulet.
,
g
innocent
for the West Kentucky Woodmen from Mansfield. Ohio. where they
gan Roberts. and Ea ing Swann in
Hase A Lovely Wedding." said 50
The East Hazel Homemakers' Circle Pall Rally. Fun Hight is met their daughter and easter. Mrs. thaw out or you'll create armee pro- cents to Abby. Box 69700, Lea Ancharge
one
in
solved
aub will meet at the home of Mrs. planned for Saturday night. Sept. William R. Henry and children, biems than can be
geles. Oelif.
Hoyt Craig at 12 30 pm.
M with Sallie Lawrence as chair- Lynn and Kyle. for a visit with letter.
•••
The Suburban Homemakers Club
man. Luncheon will be Sunday, Mrs Kyle's sister and husband, Mr.
•
will meet at the home of Mrs TomSept 17 at 1'30 at Kenlake HoteL and Mrs John Zgela. and her mofive
blonde,
arn
I
ABBY:
DEAR
The Business and Professional!
, Elm Street. at
my Carraway. 713,
This will be followed by the rit- ther, Mrs Barbara Kit Oeberger.
110
Women's Club will meet at the ualistic work and musical program. Mrs. Henry and children are In feet. three inches tall. weigh
7 30 pm
pounds and have a fairly good
• • •
Woman's Club House at 6 10 pm.
Moak)
the
has
Henry
Janie Young melted
Mansfield while Mr
shape. I live in a nice apartment
Houston Service Club to meet with gone to Long Island. N. Y., to start
The Patch Doran Circle of the
which is beautifully furneshed with
The First Baptist 'Church %VMS her Thursday evening. September his new position with Griumnan my own things: in fact. I decorated
First Methodist ctrureh vises yin
to complete final Aircraft Ceeppany They will join
meet in the 90C1/* hall a: 2.30 pm. will meet at the church at 930 a.m.' 24. at 7 o'clock
it myself. I make a good living, do
Mrs. William Boles entertained
• .., •
plans for loaL parumpation in him there later The Henry family all kinds of art work as a hobby
with Mrs 0. 3. °enrol and Mrs.
members of Grace Wyatt Circle of
ColorDenver,
Rally.
in
residing
has
been
the
oil
the
of
The Home Department
J T. Sammons as hostesses. Mrs
and have even sold some of my
College Presbyterian Church on FriOrme President Hazel Tutt pre- ado.
M.,-'iv Woman's Club Will meet at
rash Doran Is program Sider
paintings. I can put on wallpaper day morning in her beautiful home
• • •
and
meeting
dinner
the
at
aided
•
•
2.30 pm at the club house with
as good as any professional, also in Whit nell Estetes Mrs. Alfred
that followed.
session
The First Baptist Church WIIIS Mrs Henry McKenzie as guest business
paint,. lay tile and even repor my Lindsey, chairman of the Circle,
invocation
the
gave
Hubbs
MaMce
wit, meet at the church at 9 30 speaker Homesses will be Mesdames
own car. I am my, own cook, house- opened the meeting with devotions.
The birthday award went to Mary
keeper and I make my own clothes.
New officers named for 1965 are:
Louise Baker.
I go out there isn't a dance ; Mrs. Thomas Schlaak. chairman.
• • •
The Tappan Wives aub met When
I can't do no you think I need a Mrs. Bill Warren. vice-chairmen:
Tuesday September 8, at se o'clock
Man?
and Mrs John Gregory secretary
Mrs.
in the evening at the Triangle Inn
hum INDEPENDENT and treasurer
for its monthly dinner meettrut
, Follow mg the business meeting
Mrs Edwin Greenfield. vice-preson. Mrs Ball Boles. and Mrs Anna I the first lesson from the Bible study
sident presided at the ineetang
Mrs James Hutson. president. en- . prizes werewon by Mrs Jackie Bell Russell were the hostesses for text 'Be What You Are- based on
the Leiter to Coll:moans was pre!ermined the members of the New Stubblefield. Mrs Bennie Simmons. the everung
by Mrs. Henry McKenzie
sented
at
one
and
members
Twenty-one
Al
Mrs.
and
Holland.
the Mrs Wyvan
nernakers Club
"
rd R
'
Cc'nrv
Gifts were received for the Felregular me/Um held at her home Hewitt
new member. Mrs !sallow, were
lowship of the Least Min.
on Wednesday. September 9
Mrs Greenfield, Ws. Bob John- present
The main lessoia on "Clothing
leaderless" was presented by Mrs.
Ruin Weeks and WWI Erin Montgomery They mod pictures to illustrate faishiona, shoes, and cos:unit- ,ew elm Samples of material
were shown us callers:a fabrics.
Mom said colors are growing more
exciting and appealing tee:every. one this season and suggested the
unportence of reading labels, ea;smutty the imports
Mrs. Llierles Stubblefield gas.
the lances:ape notes She sesd recent research suggests for covering rose pots used tar paper cylinders that will comfortably cont919
the top.
Mrs Hutson presided and Mrs.
Verve and vivacity,
T B.. *awards read the msnutes.
The hortem served a buffet lunLubbling spirit, a happy
cheon to the seventeen members
cptitude for any fashion
and one visitor, Mrs Derwood Edwards, who became a new member
occasion, the beautiful
Musa Erin Montgomery will be
shoe with
busiest for the October 14th meetthe important
ing at I pin, at her home.

Squeeze Play

Abigail Van Buren

Social Calendar

New Officers Are
Elected Thursday
By Woodmen Circle

PERSONALS

Mrs. Paul Lynn Is
Hostess For Meet
Of Moore Circle

WOOL
NYLON
URN
Complete Installation by
Our Trained Mechanics

Grace Wyatt Circle
,Meets In Home Of
Mrs. William Boles

•

No More Scraping or Scouring!
COOKWAREl

.
TEFLON

James Hutson
Hostess For Meet
Of Concord Club

10-STICK COMM
111-SCOUR CLEANUP

typiolily life stride 1. Amor

Town
&Country
Shoes

•

Tt's hard to believe UN
you see itl Scrambled
eggs, cheesy sauces,
fudge, oven burned-on
foods simply serial out,
without soaking or
scouring! Nothing sticks,
whether or not you tem
cooking oils!
4
Try better-mooting MIMI° aluminum, with Du Pont's pastel.
scour again. '>
colored Teflon finish on the inside, and you'll n'
AS FEATURED ON TV
is.‘t is the sae al Quality memo fee bell
S damMe few roe p•ebei I dew AI/
auesset egged mtd opelais cos be Nis/

sui
Cam..cow

••••••.. cam cas

a.ss

Flint Baptist JIMS
Has Regular Meet
Thursday Evening

bake End
Mewl Pm.
114.1012".
Cac•e Cola, 114.4111

/49Mane Pr* Atedidaanwa.
51.39
ow mob ••••••••••.a.....
*Awe

Wurnao. s Mumonary Society_
Fbnt Baptist Church met at
the criurah Thursday. September
10, at 7 pm. with the group opening the meeting by orating '0 King

The

Of the
Patrician

E!

Mrs. Martin Halley. Jr. president,
presided and reed the prayer cal-

13.95

Pans were made for the observance of the week of prayer for
state nusalons. The group will meet
Wednesday. September 16. at 10
a.rn at the home of Mrs Bailey
mid on Thursday, September 17.
at 7 pm. at the church.
- A Determin"Ferce
ing Pactor in World Missions" was
the subject of the program presented by Mesdames Paul Hopkins.
Bill Miller, Macon R,Manisti. Pearl
Short. Jonas Garrison, Willie
Johnson. Joe Dee Hopk.na, and Bill

Myrtiewood Brown

Caviar

•

11.47
1144.11v,01^.
***•.• crum 92-00

Aoaa Greve
lues•lee.
.1.911,SAL *2.19

A beautiful Oxpreigion Of the "reptile look." Mid or high-heeled

pumps in fake
crocodile ... smart design ... luscious leather. See our reptile fashions for fall.

Gruggett.
The crosavit prayer wee led by
Mrs. John Imes.
A skate of new officers was presented by the nominating committee which were elected. The group
voted to order fifty copies of "Open
Windows" to distribute at publit
gathering paces.
The next meeting will be a cornbiried social with the GM and the
Sunbeams on Thursday, October
at 5.3L p.m. ea the church

film I, (:sitar

#r","•,
•

Matching tjandbag....

512.99

‘11.99

M
4 BMWs MIMI*
.
Com Wet.
.
9
.
4
.

Dyad enlist em
ea oaos• PINI•141
91.99

ala, tax

ADAMS SHOE STORE
•.

12th & Poplar

•

stIMI/P7M-40

•

_

/Mono

•
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•

"-MS

STARK'S HARDWARE

•a

_• .

)
syd my".1.1

plus tax
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Town & Country
difference.

6

finished with
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Tappan ll'ives Club
has Dinner Meet

viva
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difference!
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e hostess.
nd Mrs. Weate/
cted to the Pasta
vice-ohairman, rere. Paul LYall
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By John Clagett
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED

Siorbume ter Woe iftemollaalkwar

re-rested "1 nave the great to that
After
Coto&
, ins
terrible aim of yours et•
;roger
c„.k,d,,st
,Nary. 1Jrae
mi '
dy.,,,,„red a pleasure of informing
you that that you can kill orave men
stowaway on Ws .hip through rrsElaine
has
consented
to be my who are fighting
, ulna net from a .rtinken snitut ....e..,
God's battle
tie put her &Afire end thatacht he wife."
against you and your South'
had seen the last of Sally Mountain
Choked
gasp
beside him
Hsi ch•nce made Sally his rerimier
A 'I love you. Erasmus Huger, but
wren Roas eirimmand. mos Little moment of utter
silence. Then not that much"
Rebell. was Watt by • Union ship
the
table
dissolved
She *iiireerl MIS to health end took
Edward R11- 1 "But
" He was astounded"
I
Ras to his family at North earn. ger hurried around to
Elaine by her bitterness and passion
lino
Merry
Huger
Cattle
to
P,as The "But on the island
lenderared to Rap. parents. Sally
stayed it their home when he west babble of voices, the
quick mg- I "Can't you see how different
away to • sew command. the ship
•
gle
of
the
maid
and
the
scurry that was? I did not intend that.
ar and anotti,, io.big en.
ouster with • Unime gunboat. In Of her feet kitchenward
AB of when It happened 1 was carrier
'stint: • paAsenger from a
Ftwes new dignity and control away by lt. and
sreirel Re., cap ewent with stoking
t
h
I thought we
au eff,,hor, islai rt.”, were &ioes fled; he knew Ma mother
now would be reneued by a loyal
• •-•.'• Sr" U.. fen in kw, with, was
kissing him and his father ship which would
her RM. saM she was Wainer Mans- '
carry us
field .1 Ruston. and Rea yea givea was kissing Maine
North I would marry you to.
• •hock when their rescuers idesitiSally? She sat very quietly.' morrow if we were or
fled her as lemma Morris Union
the North
spy M. name iwly eV% sped imprison
smiling Was it? Yes it Was a You know I would:"
"rent and Pa. of rank fee refusirA
She stood up and came
to itself,. asat'ort her, hut at-quitted smile
"And send me to prison camp
himself in • new command irrinelad to Elaine and
when Edward the next day." Ras said wryly
uric-,..fu i .rrikes
with
Parailleis.
Huger stepped back at last shel "Yes If I couldn't take your
against the Union Nary
Emtldcfled he asked Premdent Jefferson touched Elaine
said something. parole yes"
front Prwp
lam to
•
and Waled her cheek Then his
in his rust-sly
'Elaine let's not fight -At first outraged,
Darla relented after Ras freed the rather was shaking
Ras'S hand:
arm not fighting Rae cleat
port of Plymouth with lb. PseiNeer:
then
he
was back with Merry, Ras, I truly love you Take me
and emigrated to leleiber• leasing
at the Huger home. . .
ow of them at each aide of with you when you leave
to
Elaine Sally came to Raa.
morrow. Take me to Plymouth
CHAPTER 25
"7 Wish you every happiness. Then you and I will go together
T'HIS NIGHT Was COOL and RSA:. she Raid She smiled at to the Union
camp, and you can
the randle-lit dining room him and gave him her hand eurrender Oh. I don't ask
you
Was Comfortable and
mellow. Her eyes looked straight into to surrender your ship or give
like the Madeira with Its hima him and they were clear and information, to
be a traitor
prisoner, sunehtne
shining, very blue, and he eau Just surrender yourself."
happy again. He leaned to Mae
Rae Huger set looking do
"nmPossible"
•
the table Hie father was at the her cheek, nut somehow it was
"Why is it impossible? We
head
Elaine Mansfield to his gone from his lips before they will go to my brother and tell
right. Sally Mountain to his left touched it.
him everything. If you aurren•
Then came it giggling happy der 1 know your parole will
Merry Huger retained the other
be
rush
of fecal from the kitchen. aecepted We will go to Roston
end of the table, with Ras at
headed
by Aunt Len; with her and be married and live torier left by Elaine.
apron, and "No no Benjamin. gether and be
Across from him was a va- ,
happy"
rent place Little Ed's. Rae saw The best asieees," Merry Huger
"Cana you see. dear, that
his mother's eyes on that chair, said. and Edward Huger poured can't do that Betray my coun•
now and again
and he hated Madeira for them all Ras gam- try, back out of a fight. leave
the sadness on her once-gay er.ci Elaine
him and faced j my People, my folks
He re' the battery toof happy face.. membered Bill's comment
face
of so
ft
"You must come home more' hearing his and Elaine's happi. long ago. "A man can't fight
often, my boy." Edward Huger ness commanded In the golden his folks. Elaine."
said. "An excellent meal, Mrs. Wine.
"I don't ask yea to fight
• • •
Huger, and excellent wine, one
them. Rita. I ask you only and
that your coming. Ras, gave me A FEW locust rasped from exactly what you have asked
an excuse for opening. Good r-11 the trees, a whippoorw
ill me! You naked me to desert my
health and fortune, son.7
called sadly somewhere far country, to live with you here.
Ras drank with his father, away-- why sad Rae didn't
know to cease to fight for a cause I
then ran him eyes around the —frog. sang from the creek.
A love and believe in. To be a
table, feeling happiness well up golden laugh pealed up
from the turncoat. To stay South."
within him MR mother's face, quarters over the knoll, and
"But you are a woman. It's
new
pretty still with its crown of grams and spring
flowers spread different for a man, Elaine"
dark hair, eilver winged; his fragrance through the garden,
"Yes, it is different!" she
father. mustache greying now
The moon Was IOW and the cried. "I know that only too
as well as the hair, strong bony Clod few lightning bugs
well.
A man can fight cleanly.
helped
face and twinkling eye.; Sally, the stars push through
live oak But I have showed you and the
lashes shadowing the purple and magnolia leaves. Elaine
South
that a woman can fight
was
blue, hair returning the candle's close to Ras,
and he felt her as a spy." She buret suddenly
gleam like the Madeira. Last of tremble.
Into tears, with hard, rasping
all Elaine.
"You should not have done it. sobs that shook her.
"Here. darting." Ras said,
At the moment she was unitahe said artiln•
ing at Edward Huger, mill's
"Why not? You sald you handing her his handkerehief.
"What are we to do, Elaine?
wing eyebrows, great dark eyes,
would marry me,"
oval rata lovely lips ,
Ras
"I know. And I will, oh I will! What can we do?"
sighed in pure contentment. She But they expect us
"We can wait. I am your
to marry at
4 loved
him, by Heaven. she did, once. 'They will be hurt if we Prisoner; I've given my word.
North or South, war of' peace, do not, and I am very fond of I'll stay here, and you'll go
back
she loved him,
your parents. They are such . and fight, since fighting means
Then why not ray it? why good people. Ras I'm so glad more to you than having me as
not make the commitment now? Your father freed his slaves
long your wife. After the war, which
They were engaged- after the before the war."
your fighting will make longer.
islan.l. nee sipped wine, maw
"So am I. But what's wrong I will marry you "
alarm begin in Elaine', face SA with their expecting us
to bel "I can't dewert; I can see that
he winked and stood up.
married right away? I expect I 1 was asking the same of you.
"Father, Mother, Sally. I have that too."
so I Suppose you are right.,
something to say."
She moved away far enough Elaine"
' "No. Ras!" he heard Elaine's to face him.
"yes, I am, but oh, darling, I
"Do you think!"
• half-choked velariper. He smiled she
began in agitation, "do you hate it that I am!"
;at her and said quietly, "Elaine dream that I
will marry you! He took her in his arms and
yes."
here? That I will be your wife, kissed her
"Father, Mother, Sally," Ras and stay here and
send you off i (To Be Continued Tomorrow)
I Reprinted by arrsugement with
m Ict!th Literary Agency, Inc.
copyright 0 OM by Jobs Clacett.
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EXTRA NICE 4-bedroom brick only
one year old. located on a large
shady lot. Has wall to wall carpet
in living room and dinning area,
very nice kitchen with builean
range, cliso.as:ier, large utility, MO
ceramic ale baths. electric heat,
fully uisuaited storm windows and
doors only 4 blocks from Murray
Hien Sohcol $19,750.
LARUE 3-becirocan brick with large
family room. utility. double carport,
overhead storage. Makin air-canclitaner, ceramic tile bath.
concrete drive to street. tool stub
eil
t
room, storm windows mad ciuma,
mamatecl. shabirie haat $15.500.
4-10...DROOM hour. on Me scree
land. Mai long highway front, tins
house hat, aluminum siding with
- •
——
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DAN FLAGG

by Charles M. Schulz
LATER...THE ROAD NARROWS AND TRAVERSES A
STEAMING SWAMP—
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YOu'D BETTERTh
TIE UP THE
DOG so HE
vVON'T
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areesaisieSsee
triere
usie—
earierie
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Wilson Insurance igp4
Real Estate
salesman.

The captain was unconquerable in roma
nce or war.
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fe tinie guarantee, has
natural Rah
heat, storm Windows and door's,
AUCTION SALE
WA NTED
fully insulated and can give
1
FEMALE HELY WANTED
immediate posse:non, only three miles AUCTION SALE: C. W. Denham's,
MIODLEAt
e'er te
.==ouiri
esET"
from town.
Hazel, Ky., Sept. 19 at 1 p. m. Gen- WATTRESS WANTED. Apply at
stay with children while parents
EXTRA NICE; 33 acre farm located eral household goods, 8nel:item such
-16-C
S
schoal
g0 to
Apply at 801 Vine St.
4 mi/es from Murray on new state as two walnut corner ougabaerd,
8-18-C
road, has modem house with beautl- three-piece parlor set, organ, good SERVICE FTATION Attendant, Exful hardwood floors, electric heat, picture frames, hall tree, clocks, perienced only neerMapply. Murray
ITIC
full trath, extt a good stock barn, bowl and pitclher bureau, wash E1980. South lath. Street.
bend is in a high state of cultiva- stand, many other Maims. If rain- CHILDREN TO keep in
my home.
tion good fences, $13,750.
ing at sale time, will be heki fol- Reference furnished. Telephone 753- Federal State Market News Service,
66 ACRES of land under good
4 lowing iaaturday. B. Holsapple, Aut- 5901,
8-10-P Tuesday, Sept. 15, 1964 Kentucky
strand barb wire fence, has stock tioneer.
Purchase-Area Hog Market Report
8-17-P
Almo, 3.3 scree wall a 36' x 48' brick Charles McDandels. Offices
in Mur- good condition. See Jack Haley, barn and priced at only $3750.00.
Ineluding 5 Buying Stations,
FOR SALE
budding on the east side, also pro- ray and Benton.
FOR REN7
Estimated Receipts 350 Head, HerS-15-C Mammy, Route 3.
NOTICE
8-19-P SHOP Reberts Realty for all your
perty in Benton.
Real Estate needs. 505 Main or Call
rows And Gilts Steady To 1500
ALUMINUM 12 Ft. John Boat, Like FARMS: 30 acres with a block house THREE-BEDROOM brick home on 8ts, ACRES near Sharpe on High753-1651, Nightime 753-3924,
1TC "Cleopatra" *arta Thursday Sept,. 3-ROOM HOUSE, newly decorated, Lowex,
new, $60„ Winchester model 14. 22 near Dexter, 45 &OW with a real ccrner lot close to coilege. Large at- way 68, with a modern two-bed17 at the Capitol Theatre, for seven available now, 108 E. Poplar. Adults U. S. 1. 2 and 3 180-240 lbs. $16.50illauternatie° rifle, $30. Phone 492- good frame home arid Gracie A tached garage, fireplace, fenced roan home with fireplace, and a
18,85, Few U. S 180-220 Ite. $17.25;
ONE
USED
double
yard,
overhead
end ceiling heat provide the two car garage Peed barn and
3790.
garage big rates. Advanced sale of the beet or two ladies, Rent $30, water turn8-16-C chary barn which will sell with or
U. S. 2 and 3 245-270 lbs. $15.75door, 7 x 16 ft., complete ready for seats for the evening performance
S-18-C
without herd. Have several farms I extras that make this a better other good outbuildings.
16.60, U. S 1, 2 and 3 160-175 lbs.
1951 FORD Tractor, Mow, Mac sod
8-17-P on Thursday, Friday. Saturday and
ranging from 22 to 151 acres in than average house. Call 753-2508 36 is ACREM>, four miles North of , use. Plume 753-2290.
cultivator. Factory bunt farm wagSunday is now underway. Get your 4 CODIPLETELY furnished apart, $1500-16.60. U S. 2 and 3 SOWS
fox appointment.
Marshall County,
8-18-P town, with a three room house, and ONE 36 inch Magic Chef
on. Phone 489-2677 after 3:30 P. in.
natural gas resers eel seat tickets now to see meow. Available after September 400-600 lbe, $11 50-13.00; U. S. 1
CITY PROPERTY: Three-bedroom
tan concrete block
outbuildings. grange_ Owner left town. iati. Good , "Clecestra". cal
sale at the Capitol ha, for full school period $65 per and 2 150-400 ass $12,50-45.00.
8-15-P brick, ceramic tile bath
28' x 14' HOLSTEIN HELFER, daughter of Well and spring water,
shape Phone 492-3861, or may be Theatre,
Scott Drug and the Mur- month plus heat and electric, Phone
kitchen and den combination, utility Lakefield Faber Baron, bred
to 73 ACRE farm, 60 Herm r.leared, 1 seam in Hazel at Cheeley Farris, ray Drive-In Theatre. Reserved 474-2288,
8-17-C
HOUSE AND EXIRA large lot. Two and carport. On Cardinal Drive. Hiala Dean
NOW YOU KNOW
Duke. HE 5-4825. 8-16-P acre dark fired tobacco, .3 air cured
S-17-C 'Seats $1.25,
8-16-C
bedrooms down, one large room up- Two-bedroom frame with basement,
By United Press International
ROOM for 2 nail, 1603 College
tobacco base, 4 room house, tostairs. utility room and screened in Si city limits close to C & II
The earliest form of bread is beFarm Read. Phone 753-3377 attar
bacco barn, priced at only $4,000.00,
Market. LP YOU are Interested
3-BEDROOM brick near college. ELROY SYKES Pkimbing et Repair
in a farm
uLporch, large garage, hardwood floors,
3:30 p.
WE HAVE an excellent selection
8-16-C lieved to have been prepared from
paneled den and kitchen, 17 feet Service Working only on plumbing
"electric heat., air-conditioned, alum- TWO-BEDROOM frame with util- worth the money, you should see of properties including
acorns and beech-nuts, according
lake, oom- base
cabuiets. Special cash dis- repair. Offer fast dependable ser- ELEEPINO ROOMS,
Mum storm windows, imitated. ity and electric heat on South lOtin this 140 acre, all limed and phos- merical, and numerous
for boys. Chill to the Encyclopedia Praannica.
building lots, count.
vice on general plumbirig repair,
phated.
2.30
dark
fired
tobacco
753-3649
base,
Phone 753-1716.
S- 17-C
8-15-P three-bedroarn frame with utility,
S-16-C
well pump installation and repair, 753-15 or 753-5061,
14 acres corn. 65 acres of cleared both in and outside the city limits.
gas ftirnace, hardwood floors, airSee is today for your Real notate
water
installatio
heater
land,
n
and
reand
located
South
East of
LAKE PROPERTY: Lot 905 Unit conditioned. TV mamma and China Murray
needs. 'Tucker Realty tk Insurance
pair. Phone 753-6590, concord
LOST & FOUND
on the blacktop.
3 Pine Bluff Shores, water front cabinet go with property; five bed- 40
Company, 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Highway.
0-10-C
ACRES
good
level land four
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
lot No, 182 in Pine Bluff Shores, Lot room frame with basement, two miles
Kentucky Donald R. Tucker, BobSoutheast of Murray. 1.16 ToLOST: Light brown female Chih- FOR
CUT TOBACCO
No 93 in Paradise Acres, Lot No. fire places, three baths on South bat
BACK
HO wort contact
by Grogan 753-4342; Hiram inciter
a
base,
6 acre corn base, six
uahua. Four months old, named Wayne
or George Wilson, 753-3263
40 section B in Blood River Estates. 14th; four-besirootn brick, 2a baths, room
753-4710,
1TC
house, good outbuildings
Friends and neighbors of Mr.
Mitza. Has a limp in right hind leg. days
Hme several lake property Iota in full basement, gas furnace and alr- nights 753-5086 or 753Audry Hill gathered Friday after$5.00 reward Call 753-3376, S-19-C 3681,
comildoned, also hes fire place, on NEAR BACKtiaataRG, one mile off
[
0-16-C
Marshall County.
ANNOUNC
ING the new la:lateen of
the paved road, an 80 acre farm
noon and Saturday and cut and
°SUBURBAN PROPERTY: Two- Sycamore; four bedroom brick, two
The Kentucky Lake Motile MOMMI
MY HAT SHOP is now open with housed 3 acres of his tobacco.
baths, carport, radiant ceiling heat, with 56 acres cleared, good bottom
beciroorn
brick,
kitchen
WANTED
and
den
•
TO RENT
Ituid 110 dark fired tobacco base in Murray on 12th and Chestnut
latest iii Mc/clam frames, telvets,
The family greatly appreciates
combination, utietty and °export, built-in kitchen, on Ryan; three- and
17 acres corn base. Priced right. Streets, next to Trenhokies Drivefeathers, and veilings. Block and the help and kindnees of everyone,
on lot 100' x 495' on the New Con- bedroom brick, utty and carport,
Tucker Realty & Ineurance Com- In. New and used mobile homes. PRIVATE SLEEPING room. Pre- restyle your old hats, make in
Thank you all.
s
corn Road, Three-bedroorn with pm electric heat on Sunny Lane.
pany, 502 Maple Sereet, Murray, Lcw down-payment, on the lot fi- ferably ,sear collage, Call collect, feathers, furs or fabrics. Dell FinMr arid Mrs. Audry Hill and
i
rage on 2 acres land on the New WE HAVE a house boat listed that
nancing
with
up
Cadiz
Kentucky.
to
En
7
yeats
522-3335
to
pay.
Doruid
S-21-1" ne • MI6 E Pendia
R. Tucker, BobS-16-C Fainuly
will accommodate several people177
Concord Read.
Delivered
and
set
by
up
free,
Orman,
Paid
up
753-4342; Hinton Tucker.
THREB-DEDROOM brkik five miles 55 ft. long and two decks high, has 753-4710.
PEANUT
S0
$1,000,00
life
insurance
policy for
by Don Sherwood
ITC
south on 121. four room frame in Oarrier heating and cooling system,
each ciancener.
TFC
- -Dexter, two-bedroom block in Dex- a ta furniahed.
NEARLY NEW Case one-row corn
• ter, two-bedroom frame with four
picker. trailer teae, only picked 65 '52 CHEV-ROLET, good condition.
),
Fo
of land near the oity, threesena, Kept in shed. Call 753-5287. $75.00, Good hunk* car.
ITC
-a
THE UNDERBRD!
bedroom on one aare of land on
8-16-C IlitatEDIATE possession,
loaated
Nort h 16th, three-bedrcom Irani in
Sam Beaman allid 001tal PICKER, 1-row
mounted, near shopping center at Ka So.
llth. ext. 4- bed-ruom with livug
room, dining room and kitchen.
Claude L. Miller, Realter, PL 3-5064
or TM 3-3059.
Oitores
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THE DOLL IS
-6,GGL Eff- ON STOLEIT YOU
ITS WAY 70
PSYCHO—
ME!.'
PATHIC
PIG'

ONE OF MY BOVVP—THE
6-FOOT RABBIT WHO
\\ JUST DASHED our
' OF YOUR DOOR!!

THE LAUGH'S ON YOU,
MY MONSTER 5Rion-iER7
11-1AT DOOR LED 1.0 A
CLOSET!! HE'S
STILL NICELS
IN THERE!!

ABBIE

AN' SLATS

WELL,MY DEAR, IF YOU APE
TO REVEAL AN UNSuSPECTED
TALENT, I SUPPOSE THE
SHEER JOY I WILL GET
FROM BURNING
CRABTREE
CORNERS TO
THE GROUND
CAN WAIT!

by Raeborn Van Boren
NAT'S JUST IT,
_PADDYKINS. MY TALENT
Ai
IS THE ONLY THING
1 THAT CAN COME
BETWEEN -i/
r
p
'---_
hAl

AN1 SIGN 0' THE

BLARSTED FIREBUG
VET, SLATS?

f,
.r a

••• Wen ••••••••• 1en46•1644.

a

a

•

•

,aL.'S AlAl•
A.14,0%114.
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Ala.ska will join forces with militprolonged darkness.
lcal Plants are grouped into short I
' The lab building was finished ary experts ui the research under
day, long day. and indeterminate
in July but tests sere not sched- the Arctic Aeromedical laboratory
with respect to the effect of the
uled until later in the year. Event- of the Air Force Systems Command.
length of the day of growth.
65
-- Adult
Census
ually. human responses to the stres- They plan snow and ice studies
NEW YORK PPV — One way to
11
Census — Nursery
.
NEW YORK Sat ,There's ,no need
Short day plants — 0h.tgan'the.
ses may'be studied there as well as from the,surrounding compact glacknow how far the eyebrow line
2
Admitted
Patients
for your green thumb to turn brown mums. gardenias, Christntaa'betionequaptnent.
ial systems, seismological and volshould be drawn is the triangle
0
Dismissed
Patients
with the, first frost.
lea and poinsettias -- need 10 to measurement technique.
SAN,ANTONIO, Tex. TN — The
canological -- studies. and meteorolo0
•
New Citizens
The cold dry air and -accompsnyWith proper thrweseent lighting 13 hours of light per day to flower.
aerospace medical division of the
gical observations to enhance weaIt's offered by David Aylott. for9:011
Friday
from
admitted
Patients
the home gardener can enjoy sum- The rest of the day in darkness
US. Air Force believes it has found ing oonchtions are hard to reproduce ther reporting.
mer movie makeup man now heada.m.
10:15
Monday
to
A.m.
mer's green right through winter. gives the plants time ,to assimilate
the meet logical place to test cold for long periods of time 'In cold
Getting the lab builling in place
ing a London...ern lEyelurei specJennefigs Bethel Richardson, 1007 Your florist and garden store can food.
chambers, where previous tests ha‘e
weatherAinthing and equipment
was a team effort. Fifteen tons of
DAVID ,NYDICK
By
ializing in false eyelashes. Avlott
North
126
Poplar: Lewis Mcleod,
been made. And most emir areas
advise on the best arrangement of
supplies and equipment were movthe arch of the brow should be
UPI Education flpeeialist
says
A new laboratory has bee•n built
Long day plants need 14 to 18
Willard, New Bufflow, Mich.; Mrs. light, reports the Potted Plant Inpresent miserable conditions for the
fraction of an inch past the
ed to the plateau by army helicopa
There is a growing amount of Max Rogers, 410 No. 8th; Joe Lynn
high on Mt. Wrangell in Alaska.
just
men making the studies.
formation Center which dispenses hours of light to bloom Included are
pupil toward the
ter from a base camp 60 miles away. evidence to indicate that mirks in
tt, LS a dormant volcano and one of
China asters, dahlias, nastw-tiums, center of the eye
Rt. 5. Benton: Mrs Shelby gardening InformAtion
Edwirds.
the highest mountains in south cenouter edge Then, create a triangle
This is where Mt Wrangell as at Gulkana. Alaska. Craggy terrain school do not simply reflect the Potts Rt 2. Mrs Frederick Shepand fuchsia.
tral Alaska.
by letting the nose serve as a vera volcano has sdpunagst, Special and numerous active glaciers made quality of a student's academic ard and baby girl. 1619 College
The best arrangement usually is
fragile work.
Indeterminate plants will blos- tical line, the brow the horizontal,
Re11030C.ers were used to -transptxt flooring of Use lab harcling allows it necessary to move the
!Farm Rd. Mies Patricia Ann Tur- a combination of incandescent bulbs
som in varying degrees of abund- then join them by placing eyebrow
men and construction equipment to Conduction of heat from the moun- maternal by air
Rt 3: Bud Sims, 114 Spruce: and fluorescent tubes in the ratio
Obtaining high marks also in- ner.
ance with anything from 12 to 18 pencil from nostril to outer edge of
The main research program at the
one
to
of
watt
40
fluorescent
on,
the site ar a large plateau at the tain so temperature irende will be
Ave.;
Dodson
1700
Lamb,
!George
•
13 600-foot level. It affords natural comfortable while outside the air site will be in testing arctic cloth- volt's an individual's personality, Mrs. Ludic Thurmond, Rt. 1: Mr*. 25 watt incandes::ent, said the cen- hours of light This group includes the cye itself. Wherever the upper
moist house plants - African vi,)lets. end of the pencil points is the dis,
ing and various equipment
att:tude, sex, ability
can'
white
ter
cool
fluorescents
But
'stresses Midi is heth aitnode. rr- temperatures are tar below zero
I;
Rt.
boy.
Lexell Camp and baby
gloxinias, begonias, geranium and tance to which the brows should
Another major effort may be an nestness. and relationship with the
used alone with good results.
ygen. corLstant cold and Scientists from the University of
duped
Mrs. William Majors. Rt. 2 and baby , be
investigaeon 'of :he psychological teacher.
be extended.
coleus.
egirl: Mies Nancy Carol KUnSaVe,
Incandes.cents alone, however. may
effects of environmental stress on
There are twiny implications
Mason
Mrs
Rd.:
Farm
IDOliege
11620
accessories
and
fixtures
always
the
balance
not
'
Light
have
proper
human subjects The Air Force said i which come from these facts. The
Wilson. Rt 4: Mrs Edgar Overby. of red and blue light a'aye lengths have been designed specifieally for
4-H invites young people between
medical scientists will determine the most imnortant is the meaning of
Rt.
Erwin,
Mae
Sheila
Miss
2:
Rt
This wave length quality is why growing plants with fluorescent 10 and 19 to join during National
effect of these extremes in terms a mark TI obviously cannot be the
1. Hazel: Mrs Revs McCuiston and the fluorescents work so well. The
Lit any fluorescent fixt- 4-H Club Week, September 28of whet happens to human body, sole iticivemenc of an individual's
baby" girl. Rt 6; Mrs. James Rice red wave lengths of light promote
October 9.
fluids. enzymes and hormones
stua
as
reflector will do. One
nsst nor fnitre success
19th: Billy Joe Buie. Chest- vegetative growth while the blue ure with a
Other questions the Air Force dent The rest* is (stirs, one person's North
autoinexpensive
an
buy
idea:
good
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MUM

WANT ADS

WORK

BRANDEIS ANNUAL FALL SALE OF USED

CRAWLER TRACTORS

BILBREY'S

INTERNATIONAL - ALLIS-CHALMERS - CATERPILLAR
TRACTORS IDEAL FOR LAND CLF:ARING, CUSTOM WORK. FARM WORK

SAYS WELCOME TO COLLEGE
STUDENTS and PERSONNEL

OFT THE MOST TRACTOR FOR YOUR MONEY FROM THE
LARGEST SELECTION IN THE STATE"

Prices Reduced Up To 20e'r On Some Models

•

— TYPICAL BARGAINS —

* THIS WEEK SPECIALS *
GE ELECTRIC ALARM CLOCK
GE ELECTRIC RADIO
GE STEAM & DRY IRONS
FOAM FILLED STADIUM SEATS
—

2

s

FOR

Model
III TO-G w/hydranik loser blade
HI TH-9. 97! Series e, /Broil 4 In I liki
IH TB-9 Broil yr ,,:tandard Bucket
III TO-I4A w/hyd %nil.. Blade
III TO-15 w/Hydraullc Slralght Blade
Illt Ti).I) 151 Series Ill AlVd. Angle tinier
,.
HI T111-114 w/hyd. Angle Blade
t 4T. 0-9 w/Stralaht Blade
AV in)-se: Iv/MA •tralglil Blade
JOHN DETRE 10104 a ,1-d Blade and Winch

:3-99
12.95
9.99
'4.49
31e

—

I OR RI-NI OR SALL -

ConditionVery Good
Excellent
Fair
Fair
Fecellent
Fscellent
find
i's -client
(.nod
Very Good

Sn Ir Price
$ 4,00000
11.740.00
7.00000
2.50000
15.100 00
111..:00 00
3,500 00
17,70000
1,00000
2,7450 00

See Our Big Tractor Buys At Vour Nearest Brandeis Office
Write or(all For Our Special Sale Folder

- REF. - RANGES - BUFFERS - POWER

Brandeis Machinery& Supply Corp.

6

TOOLS - RECORD 'PLAYERS

021
,

P.O. Box 171)5 -

Bilbrey's

0 Main Street

Kentucky 40201

VOUR CONSTRUCTION EOUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR

—
LEXINGTON - t116i 255-57113
LOITIVILLE - 15021 637-4741
mtnnt,Emeneo - 16116) 248-9146 — -Vince:AK - 1592) i43-4591
EVANSVILLE - 1312) 423-4411

SOME DIRTY DEMOCRAT, no doubt, Is responsible for this
,
Contretemps during Republican presidential nominee Barry
Guldwatera speech In Seattle, WMalt

Murray. Ky.
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